<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rib Cage</th>
<th>Inhalation Dysfunction</th>
<th>Exhalation Dysfunction</th>
<th>Primary Motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Rib</td>
<td>1st ribs move well when patient inhales (both come up), but one rib does not move well when patient exhales (one is stuck up)</td>
<td>1st ribs move well when patient exhales (both go down), but one rib does not move well when patient inhales (one is stuck down)</td>
<td>Pump handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper ribs (ribs 1-3)</td>
<td>Ribs move well when patient inhales (both come up), but one rib does not move well when patient exhales (one is stuck up)</td>
<td>Ribs move well when patient exhales (both go down), but one rib does not move well when patient inhales (one is stuck down)</td>
<td>Pump handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle ribs (ribs 4-7)</td>
<td>Ribs move well when patient inhales (both come up), but one rib does not move well when patient exhales (one is stuck up)</td>
<td>Ribs move well when patient exhales (both go down), but one rib does not move well when patient inhales (one is stuck down)</td>
<td>Pump and bucket handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower ribs (ribs 8-10)</td>
<td>Ribs move well when patient inhales (both come up), but one rib does not move well when patient exhales (one is stuck up)</td>
<td>Ribs move well when patient exhales (both go down), but one rib does not move well when patient inhales (one is stuck down)</td>
<td>Bucket handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rib 11</td>
<td>11th ribs move well when patient inhales (comes posterior inferior), but one rib does not move well when patient exhales (stuck posteriorly and</td>
<td>11th ribs move well when patient exhales (comes anterior superior), but one rib does not move well when patient inhales (stuck anteriorly and</td>
<td>Caliper motion (move posterior inferior in inhalation and anterior superior in exhalation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rib 12</td>
<td>12&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; ribs move well when patient inhales (comes posterior inferior), but one rib does not move well when patient exhales (stuck posterior inferiorly)</td>
<td>12&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; ribs move well when patient exhales (comes anterior superior), but one rib does not move well when patient inhales (stuck anteriorly and superiorly)</td>
<td>Caliper motion (move posterior inferior in inhalation and anterior superior in exhalation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1 - 1st rib diagnosis hand placement**

**Figure 2 - Upper rib diagnosis**

**Figure 3 - Middle rib diagnosis**

**Figure 4 - Middle rib diagnosis alternate hand positioning**
**Brief description**: Diagnosis of the ribs should assess the first ribs, upper (1-3 ribs), middle (4-7 ribs), lower (8-10 ribs), ribs 11 and 12. Motion of the first ribs and upper ribs are primarily pump handle, middle is a mix of pump and bucket handle, while the lower ribs are mostly bucket handle. Ribs 11 and 12 are unique in that they have caliper motion. It is also important to determine the key rib of a dysfunction for treatment. In inhalation dysfunctions, the key rib is the bottom rib. In exhalation dysfunctions, the key rib is the top rib.

**Look (observation)**: Observe the patient’s breathing and look for any scars or marks.
First rib diagnosis

**Physician position:** Sit at the head of the table

**Patient position:** Supine

**Hand positioning:** To assess the first rib, contact it below the clavicle where the first rib joins the sternum, above the clavicle on the anterior superior aspect of the rib and on the posterior aspect of the first rib in the trapezius.

**Technique:**

1. Place your hands so that you have a 3-point contact on the first rib bilaterally (thumbs on the posterior aspect of the rib in the trapezius, index fingers on the anterior superior aspect just above the clavicles and the middle fingers at the attachment of the first rib on the sternum).
2. Add a compressive force on the ribs and feel for which is harder to spring on. This rib is stuck up in inhalation.
3. You can also test motion with respiration by having the patient inhale and exhale while you have your 3-point contact. Feel for the ribs to move up in inhalation and down in exhalation.
4. To name the dysfunction, determine the freedom. (Ex. Both move well in inhalation, but on exhalation the right first rib stays stuck up. This would be a right first rib inhalation dysfunction.)

**Move (motion testing):**

**Active motion testing:**

1. Have the patient inhale and exhale while you maintain a 3-point contact on the first rib.

**Passive motion testing:**

1. Spring on the rib by compressing down. The side with more resistance to this springing is stuck up in inhalation.

**Other notes:** The first rib is small and like a collar. It is often very tender to palpation.
Rib 1-10 diagnosis

**Physician position:** Stand to either side of the patient

**Patient position:** Supine

**Hand positioning:** To assess pump handle motion, place your hands parallel and just lateral to the sternum. To assess bucket handle motion of the upper (1-3) ribs, place your hands horizontal under the clavicle. To assess bucket handle motion of the middle (4-7) and lower (8-10) ribs, place your hands over the costal margin and lateral aspects of the rib cage.

**Technique:**

1. Place your hands so that they are parallel and just lateral to the sternum in the region of ribs 1-3.
2. Have the patient inhale and exhale while feeling for a pump handle motion.
3. Now move your hands so that they are horizontal and just under the clavicles to assess for bucket handle motion.
4. Again, have the patient inhale and exhale while this time feeling for bucket handle motion.
5. Place your hands so that they are parallel and just lateral to the sternum in the region of ribs 4-7.
6. Have the patient inhale and exhale while feeling for a pump handle motion.
7. Now move your hands so that they are on the lateral aspects of the rib cage. (Hands will be partly in the mid-axillary line.)
8. Again, have the patient inhale and exhale while this time feeling for bucket handle motion.
9. Place your hands so that they are parallel and just lateral to midline in the region of ribs 8-10.
10. Have the patient inhale and exhale while feeling for a pump handle motion.
11. Now move your hands so that they are on the costal margin of the rib cage. (Hands will be over the costal margin and fingers out to the lateral aspects of the rib cage.)
12. Again, have the patient inhale and exhale while this time feeling for bucket handle motion.
13. To diagnosis the dysfunction, name for the freedom of motion. (Ex. Ribs 4-7 are symmetrical on exhalation, but on inhalation the right ribs 4-7 are stuck down. This would be a right ribs 4-7 exhalation dysfunction.)

**Move (motion testing):**

**Active motion testing:**

1. Have the patient inhale and exhale while you check both pump handle and bucket handle motion.
2. Assess this in all 3 regions (upper, middle and lower ribs).
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Passive motion testing:

1. Compress the rib cage and try to move it from left to right. Feel for any general restrictions of movement.

Other notes: The motion of the ribs varies between pump and bucket handle motion as you move from the top to the bottom of the rib cage. The upper (1-3) ribs are primarily pump handle motion, middle (4-7) ribs are both and lower (8-10) ribs are primarily bucket handle. The key rib of the dysfunction is important for treatment and is determine as follows: for inhalation dysfunctions it is the bottom rib, for exhalation dysfunctions it is the top rib (mnemonic is “BITE” = bottom, inhalation; top, exhalation).
11th and 12th rib diagnosis:

**Physician position:** Stand to either side of the patient

**Patient position:** Prone

**Hand positioning:** Place your hands so that your index finger and thumb are over the 11th ribs bilaterally and then 12th ribs bilaterally (each rib is diagnosed separately).

**Technique:**

1. Place your hands over the 11th ribs bilaterally and try to contact as much of the rib as possible.
2. Have the patient inhale and exhale. Feel for a posterior-inferior motion on inhalation and anterior-superior motion on exhalation.
3. Now place you hands over the 12th ribs bilaterally. Again, try to contact the entire rib with your thumb and index finger.
4. Have the patient inhale and exhale. Feel for a posterior-inferior motion on inhalation and anterior-superior motion on exhalation.
5. To diagnosis the dysfunction, name for the freedom of motion. (Ex. Rib 11 moves posterior-inferior bilaterally, but the right rib 11 does not move anterior-superior. This is a right rib 11 inhalation dysfunction.)

**Move (motion testing):**

**Active motion testing:**

1. While maintaining your contact on ribs 11 or 12, ask the patient to inhale and exhale.

**Passive motion testing:**

1. Check the motion of ribs 11 and 12 while the patient relaxes and breathes normally.

**Other notes:** Ribs 11 and 12 are floating ribs and do not attach to the anterior portion of the rib cage. Ribs 11 and 12 have caliper motion, they move posterior-inferior with inhalation and anterior-superior with exhalation. These ribs can be found by walking your hands up from the iliac crests until you hit bone and then walking your fingers anteriorly to make sure they are not attached to the ribcage anteriorly. Alternatively, you may walk your fingers down the mid-axillary line until you get to the end of the ribcage and then walk your fingers posteriorly to find the ribs. Ribs 11 and 12 are often tender to palpation.